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0. Introduction
We shall consider the behavior of solutions of the following initial-boundary
value problems:
(O)
iι — V1 ° (rtHv iΛ 0U\ in O V J?+Uf  s i \(l \X) Uj j i n 1Z A xV ,
u(x, t) = 0 on
w(#, 0) = z/0 in Ω ,
(N)
9 (a»(x,u)£!-) in ΩxΛ^
Σ ^
l 7(^, u) Vi{x) — = 0 on
W(Λ?, 0) = w0 in Ω .
Here, Ω(ZRN(N>1) is a bounded domain with smooth boundary 9Ω and v=
(vi> m"> VN) denotes the outward normal on 9Ω. We assume that aij=aji and set
R+=(0, oo). These equations arise in heat flow through solids. In this case,
u(xy t) represents the temperature of a position x at a time t in a solid Ω. If Ω
is isotropic, we can set aij(x, u)=k(x, u) S ί ;(δ ί ; is the Kronecker's dela delta) and
k(x, ύ)>0 represents the thermal conductivity of the substance, which generally
depends on a position Λ G Ω and the temperature u (see [6].) When the thermal
conductivity is a function of the temperature only, by setting φ(u)= \ k(s) ds, we
~ Jo
can reweite (D) and (N) as the following equation (D) and (N) respectively:
(ut = Aφ(u) in Ωxi2+ ,
(β) i u(x, t) = 0 on 8ΩχR+ ,
[ u(x, 0) = !!<,(#) in Ω ,
(ut = Aφ(u) in Ω χ i 2 + ,
(^) J _1_
 u
{χy ή = 0 on 9ΩX/2+ ,
v u(x, 0) = u
o
(x) in Ω .
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We remark that (D) and (N) also model diffusion of moleculars in mediums (see
On the other hand, the equations (D) and (N) model, for example, an gas
flowing in homogeneous porous mediums when (D) and (N) are degenerate at
w=0, i.e.
(0.1) φ'(0) = 0 and φ'(r)>0 if r φ O .
Many aothors ([1], [2], [4], [5], [11], [13], [16] and the references in them) studied
the behavoir of solutions of (J5) and (N) under the condition (0.1). Alikakos
and Rostamian [1] slso investigated the nondegenerate case in deriving results
for the degenerate case. It seems, however, that the nondegenerate case has
not been fully studied yet. In this paper we intend to study the problems (D),
(ΛΓ), (p) and (N) when they are nondegenerate, with applications to the degen-
erate case.
In section 1 we mention basic known results about (D), (iV), (D) and (N)
including the existence of weak solutions of these problems.
We shall give the statement of our main results for the nondegenerate case
in section 2 and their proofs in section 3. First if we assume that
(0.2) φ e C \ R ) and k(r) = φ'(r)>k0 for some constant ko>O
and
(0.3) k(r)>k(0)-θl(-log\r\)1+p for r e ( - l , I)
for some θ, p>0, then the weak soluiton u(x, t) of (D) satisfies the following
estimate:
(0.4) IK*)IL~<Ce-λ*<°>< for
where λ > 0 is the smallest positive eigenvalue of —Δ with Dirichlet condition,
and 0 0 is a constant depending only on ||MDIU, kQ, θ, p, N and Ω. Similar
results hold for problems (D) and (ΛΓ) (see Theorem 2.1). And it seems that
(0.3) is also almost a necessary condition for (0.4) (see Remark 2.1). Theoerm
2.1 is an extension of Theorem 3.3 in Alkakos and Rostamian [1]. In [1] they
obtained an exponential-decay estimate for solutions of (N) with φ(r)= \r\m~1r
(tn>X) and ess. inf w0>0, but did not determine the precise exponent of expo-
nential in their decay estimate. Next, Evans [8] studied the differentiability of
weak solutions of (D) under the conditions:
(0.5) φ: R—>R is a strictly increasing, continuous function with φ(0) = 0
and
(0.6) φ" 1 : R->R is uniformly Lipschitz continuous.
Under the same conditions (0.5) and (0.6) we shall establish L2-L°° estimates
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for weak solutions of (D) and (N) (see Theorem 2.2). We remark that Evans
[9] has alrrady obtained this type of estimate for solutions of the linear equa-
tion with certain nonlinear boundary conditions. Finally, under the conditions:
(0.1) and
(0.7) 0<a<φ(r) Φ"(r)/[φ'(r)]2< 1 in a neighborhood of r =0 for some α s ( 0 , 1),
Bertsch and Peletier [4] determined y(t) and f(x) such that
(0.8) M ,t)ly(t)-f(x)\\Lco^0 as ί^oo,
where u denotes the positive solution of (j5). Clearly y(t) is the precise decay
order of u. And f(x) is usually called the asymtotίc profile of u. When (Z)) is
nondegenerate and w
o
>O, we shall establish a inversion of (0.8) (see Theorem
2.3). In our case we can take y(t)=(u(t), e1)if(x)=e1 and show that (u(t)> e^^
exp {—Φ'(0)λ£}, where λ > 0 denotes the positive smallest eigenvalue of —Δ
with zero-Dirichlet condition and ^ > 0 is the unit eigenfunction corresponding
to λ. The proof of our Theorem 2.3 depends on the energy method; while the
proof of (0.8) in [4] on the comparison principle. It seems difficult to apply
the comparison principle to our case. Indeed, in establishing (0.8) by the com-
parison principle, [4] essentially uses the property
(0.9) lim f(t+c)/f(t) = 1 for any CΪΞR .
But in our case/(ί)^exρ {—Φ'(0) Xt} does not have the property (0.9).
In section 4 we will study the case when (D) is degenerate at u=0 only,
and in particular when
(0.10) k(r) = φ'(r)~l/(-log | r \ γ in a neighborhood of r = 0
for some η>0. Bertsch and Peletier [4] fully investigated the behavior of
nonnegative solutions of (D) under the condition (0.7). We remark that (0.10)
does not satisfy (0.7). [4] proved that the solutions of (J5) with (0.7) decay
polynomially; while we will prove that the solutions of (D) with (0.10) decay
exponentially (see Corollary 4.2).
In section 5 we will consider the case when (iV) is degenerate. Alikakos and
Rostamian [1] proved that
(0.11) the solution u(t) of (N) converges its average in L°°(Ω) at £->oo
under the conditions that the dimension N= 1 and φ is an odd smooth function
with φ(0)=φ /(0)=0 and φ'(r)>0 if rφO (Theorem 3.4 in [1]). (For N>2 [1]
has also obtained inversion of (0.8) (l<p<oo).) (0.11) implies that
(0.12) the solution u(x, t) with I u0dx>0 eventaully becomes strictly positive
even if u
o
(x) has compact support in Ω.
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We are interested in extending these results for N>2. We will show that it
is possible if we assume that
(0.13) the initial value u
o
(x) is nonnegative and does not identically vanish in
Ω (see Theorem 5.1). We can prove Theorem 5.1 mainly with the aid of the
comparison principle. When (N) is degenerate at u=0 only, (0.12) means
that u(x> t) behaves as a solution of a nondegenerate equation after a finite time.
Hence, in this case we can apply Theorem 2.1 and obtain (0.12) with an estimate
like (0.4) (see Corollary 5.1). A related positivity property for (D) was esta-
blished by Bertsch and Peletier [5].
While typing this manuscript we knew the related works Berryman and
Holland [19] and Nagasawa [18] which has genealized and extended [19]. They
studied the asymptotic behavior of classical solutions of the one-dimensional
nondegenerate equations related to (D). In particular they obtained Hi -versions
of (0.8). The main difference between their works and our results for the non-
degenerate case is that in our paper we study the behavior of weak solutions of
the multi-dimensional equations.
Acknowledgment. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to
Professor Hiroki Tanabe for his proper guidance and his constant encourage-
ment, to Professor Takashi Senba for suggesting some problems, and to Pro-
fessor Mitsuru Ikawa and Professor Kenji Maruo for their useful advices.
Natation.
1. || \\p denotes the norm of LP(Ω).
2. \A I is the measure of A for Lebesque's measurable set AdRN.
3. Weset/=1/ |Ω|{ fdxforf<=L\0).
4. We sometimes denote {x;f(x)>0} by [f(x)>0].
5. (•> O2 denotes the inner product in L2(Ω).
6. Λ + = (0, 00).
7. B(P; r) = {Q(=RN; PQ<r} is the open ball at center P of radius r in RN.
1. Preliminary
In this section we collect some basic known results which are needed later.
At first we shall define the weak solutions of (D) and (N) following essentially
Oleinik and Kruzhkov [12].
DEFINITION 1.1. (i) A function u(x, t) will be called a weak solution of
(D) if the following coditions a)-d) are sasisfied:
a) u(xy t) is a (locally) Holder continuous in Ω X R+,
b) WGL°°(ΩX(0, T)) and 9a/9tfy€ΞZ,2(Ωχ(0, T)), l<j<N, for any T>0,
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c) ( uo(x) η(x, 0) dx- [ u(x, T)
 v
(x, T) dx+ [T f uVt dx dtJQ JQ JO JQ
(1.1)
o JΩ V ; dx, dxj
for any Γ > 0 and for any 97eC
1(Πx[O, T\) such that η(x, f)=0 on 9Ωχ[0, Γ],
d) u(x, t) - 0 on 9Ω x (0, Γ).
(ii) A function κ(#, ί) will be called a weak solution of (N) if the condi-
tion a), b) and the following c') are satisfied:
c') The equality (1.1) holds for any Γ > 0 and for any η^C\Πx[0y T]).
Proposition 1.1. Assume that
(1.2) α"(* , r )eC(ΠxΛ),
(1.3) there exists a positive non-increasing function k0: [0, oo) ->R such that
Σ ί y . i a"(x, r) ξi ξj>k0(\r\)\ξ\2for any (x, r)t=ΠxR and any ξ=(ξv -., ξN)(=
(1.4)
T/?€/ί (D) (resp. (N)) possesses at least one weak solution. Furthermore, if
we aslo ssume that
(1.5) aij(xy r) is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to r, i.e.
VL>0, 3 O 0 ; Vr
v
 r2e[—L, L], V^eΠ, \aiS(x, rj—a'^x, r2)\ <C 1^—r2|,
then (D) (resp. (N)) has a unique solution.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 15 and 16 in [12]. How-
ever, we shall construct weak solutions by a different way for later use. We shall
only show the existence of weak solutions for (N) because we can similarly do for
(D). We choose {a^}^ such that
(1.6) a\J <= C°°(RN XB) -» aij uniformly on ΠX [- T, T] for any Γ > 0 ,
»-*•<*»
(1.7) ai3\x, r) is uniformly continuous on every compact subset of ΠxR with
respect to r without depending on n, i.e.
V£>0,VL>0,3δ>0; Vnt=N,Vr
u
r2ez[-L,L] with \rx-r2\ <δ,
For example, we can construct aiJ(x, r) in the following way: Let άtJ^C(RNxR)
be such that άij=au on ΩxΛ. It is sufficient to set a'
n
j
'== pu
n
*ά
i3
, where
i s the standard mollifier. We also choose wj such that
(1.8) KSeC r ί Ω ) - * ^ in L2(Ω),
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(1-9) ||wo||oo<||#olloo.
We denote by u
n
(x, t) the unique classical solution of the following (N
n
):
u
nt=it Γ— (a\j(x, un) - ^ ) i n Ω χ Λ + ,
ifj = l QX. OX
Σ ai'(x> u
n
) Vi(x) ^ = 0 on 3Ω χR+ ,
u
n
(x, 0) = UQ(X) in Ω .
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 16 in [12], we can obtain a
weak solution u(x, t) as the pointwise limit function of an appropriate subseqeunce
of (u
n
(x,t)}
n
. •
Next we shall briefly show how the weak solutions of (JD) and (N) are defin-
ed from the nonlinear semigroup theory. We define operators A, B: L\Ω)->
L\Cl) by
Au=-Aφ(u) for u(ΞD(A)
with D(A)=iu<=L\Ω); φ (u)eWl \Ω), Aφ(u)eL\Ω)}, and
Bu=— Aφ(u) for u<E:D(B)
with D ( 5 ) = {WGL 1 (Ω); φ(u)ξzWι ι(Ω), Aφ(u)ξΞLι(Ω) and I hAφ(u)dx-\-\
Vh Vφ(u) dx=0 for any h e C\Π)}.
Under the condition
(1.10) φ: R -> R is a strictly increasing, continuous function with φ(0) = 0 ,
both A and B are w-accretive in L^Ω). Therefore 4^ and B generate the con-
traction semigroups SA(t) and SB(t) respectively. Hence we can define the weak
solution of (25) (resp. (#)) by SA(t) uQ (resp. SB(t) u0) for any uo^D{Λ)=D{E)=
L\Ω,). For the details, see [8], [10] and [3]. Throughout this paper, we
shall always assume the condition (1.10).
We shall mention a few properties of the weak solutions of (ΰ) and
Proposition 1.2. We assume that φ satisfies (1.10).
(i) If u(x, t) is the {weak) solution of (D), then the following hold:
(1) (The maximum principle) For any u^Lp(pί) (^e[ l , oo]), u(t)<=Lp(Ω.) for
t>0, and \\u{t)\\p is non-increasing.
(2) (The order-preserving property) Ifu0)v0^L\Ω) and uQ>vQy then S(t)uo>
S(t) v0 a.e. in Vίfor any t^R+. Here S(t) u0 and S(t) v0 denote the solution corre-
sponding to u0 and v0 respectively.
(ii) If u(x, t) is the (weak) solution of (N), then the following hold:
(3) (The maximum principle) For any uQ^Lp(Ω) with />e[l, oo], u(t)^Lp(Ω)
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for t>0i and Wuifj—ΰ^Wp is non-increasing,
(4) (The property preserving the quanity of heat) u(t)=u0 for any uQ^L1(fί) and
any t>0.
(5) (The order-preserving property) u(x, t) has the same property as stated in (2).
Proof. Proposition 1.2 was proved by [10] and [1]. Or we can prove by a
different way: Using the following Corollary 1.1 and 1.2 (the smoothing tech-
nique), it suffices to prove (1)—(5) under the additional conditions that w
o
e
C Γ(Ω) and φ^C°°(R). Since u(xyt) is smooth, the classical maximum princi-
ple implies (2) and (5). We will prove (1) and (3) in the proof of Lemma 3.1,
and (4) is obtained in a similar way. •
REMARK 1.1. In view of the proof of Proposition 1.1, we can similarly
prove that the statement of Proposition 1.2 is valid for the weak solutions of
(D) and (N) under the condition
We shall describe the smoothing technique.
Proposition 1.3. Let φ and φ
n
 satisfy (1.10). We assume that ΓΊ
R(φ) and that φ^1 converges to φ" 1 unifomly on every compact subset of R(φ). We
ash assume that u% -> u0 in L\Ω).
(i) Let u(x, t) be the solution of (D) and u
n
(x31) to the follozoing (DeJ:
u
nt = Aφn(utt) in
(DSft) • un(x, t) = 6n on
. u
n
(xy 0) = UQ(X) in Ω .
We assume that S
n
 —> 0. Then it follows that
(1.11) u
n
->u in C([0yT];L\ίl))y
where T>0 is an arbitrary time.
(ii) Let u(x, t) be the solution of (N) and u
n
(x, t) of (N) with φ and u0 replac-
ed by φ
n
 and u% respectively. Then (1.11) holds.
We can prove Proposition 1.3, as in Evans [8, section 4], with the aid of
Proposition II. 2.17 of Benilan [3] and the convergence theorem on the nonlinear
semigroup (see e.g. Evans [10, p. 168]). We have two corollaries from Proposi-
tion 1.3. Corollay 1.1 shows that the weak solution of a nondegeneate equation
can be approximated by a sequence of classical solutions; Corollary 1.2 shows
that the solution of a degenerate equation can be approximated by a sequence of
solutions of nondegenerate equations.
Corollary 1.1. Assume that φ satisfies (1.10) and that φ" 1 : R-+R is uni-
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formly Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschίtz constant l/&0. We define φn by
Φή\r)=(ρ1/n*φ~1) (r)+(\jn) r+Cx, where pε* is the standard mollifier, and cn is the
constant such that φϊ\Ό)=O.
Then the following (1), (2) and (3) hold:
(1) φ
n
: R-+R is a C°°-function satisfing (Γ.10) and <K>&0/( !+&<».
(2) If φ is uniformly Lίpschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constnat ^ > 0 , then
(3) If we assume that uleCo(Ω)-»Uo in L\Ω) (w->oo), then (i) and (it) of Pro-
position 1.3 hold. (We remark that u
n
(x, t) is a classical solution.)
We obtain Corollary 1.1, following Evans [8, section 4].
RRMARK 1.2. Assume that φ satisfies all the conditions of Corollary 1.1
and that tt
o
eL°°(Ω). Then the weak solutions of (D) and (N) are locally Hol-
der continuous in ΩxΛ + . We can derive this fact from Corollary 1.1 and
Theorem 2 in [12]. The proof is the same as that of Thoerem 16 in [12].
Corollary 1.2. Assume that φ satisfies (1.10). Ww set φ
n
(r)=φ(r)J
r
rjn
(n^N). We also assume that Uo-+uQ in L\Ω) (n->oo). Then (i) and (ii) of Pro-
position 1.3 hold.
Corollary 1.2 was used in the proof of Theorem 3.4 of Alikakos and Rosta-
mian [1], We shall sketch the proof because it is omitted in [1].
Proof. From the inequality:
I ΦΛr)-Φ~\r) I < I Φ~\r- Vnφ-\r))-φ-\r) |,
we can see that φ Γ1 converges to φ" 1 uniformly on every compact subsets of R(φ),
which implies Corollary 1.2 in view of Proposition 1.3. •
Following Aronson, Crandall and Peletier [15], we define supersolutions
and subsolutions of (D) and (N).
DEFINITION 1.2. (i) A subsolution u(x, t) of (D) on [0, T] is a function
with the following properties (1) and (2).
(1) «eC([0, Γ\: L\Ω)) ΠL~(ΩX[0, T]),
(2) ( (U(t)φ(t)-U(θ)φ(θ))dx-V\ (uφt+φ(u)Aφ)dxdt<0
JΩ JO JΩ
for all ίe[0, T] and φ^C2(Πx[0y T]) such that φ is nonnegative and φ=0 on
9ΩX[O, T]. A supersolution of (D) is defined by (1) and (2) with < replaced
b y > .
(ii) A subsolution u(x> t) of (N) on [0, T] is a function with the following
properties (3) and (4).
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(3) κeC([0, T]:LXCΪ))Γ\L~(CIX[O, T\) and φ(u)^L\[0, T]: H\Ω)),
(4) ( (u(t)<p(t)-u(0)<p(0))dx-[ \ (uφt-Vφ(u) Vφ)dxdt<0JΩ JO JΩ
for all f e[0, Γ] and ^ G C 2 ( Ω X [ 0 , Γ]) such that ?> is nonnegative.
By Corollary 1.1, 1.2 and Lemma 3.3, we can verify that all weak solutions
of (D) (resp. (N)) are also sub- and supersolutions of (D) (resp. (N)) under the
conditions that u
o
^L°°(Ω) and φ is locally Lipschitz continuous.
Proposition 1.4. (The comparison principle) Assume that ψ is a locally Lip-
schitz continuous function. Let ύ be a super solution of (D) (resp. (N)) on [0, T]
(T>O)andubeasubsolution of(ΐ>) (resp. (N)) on [0, T]. Then, if ύ(x, 0)>u(x, 0)
in Ω, we have
ύ(xy t)>u(xy t) a.e. in ΩX [0, T] .
Proof. The proof for (J5) is just the same as that of Proposition 9 given
in [15]. The proof for (N) is similar to that for (D) . So we leave it to the
reader. •
2. The nondegenerate case
In this section we give the statement of our main theorems. We begin
with a rasult on the behavior of weak solutions of (D) and (N).
Theorem 2.1. We assume that all the conditions of Proposition 1.1 are
valid.
(i) Assume that
(2.1) there exists θ, ρ>0 such that
Ίl?j=i(aij(x, r)-c^(x9 0)) g, ξj>-θ\ξ\2/(-log | r | ) 1 + '
for any ( ^ , r ) G Ω x ( - l , l ) and any ξ^RN .
Let u(x, t) be the weak solution of (D). Then,
(2.2) IKί)|U<C^-V for t>0,
where λj>0 is the smallest positive eigenvalue of — Σf.y-i (aiJ(x, 0) •) with
dx dX
Dirichlet condition, and C^O depends only on N, Ω, |WL, θ, p and &0
(ii) Assume that
(2.3) there exist θ} p>0 such that
ffy-i^'ί*, r)-a»(x, ΰ0)) ξ, ξi^-
for any (xy ^ e Π x ^ - 1 , WQ+1) and any
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Let u{x, t) be the weak solution of (N). Then,
(2.4) IKO-Soll~<C2 έ Γ<v for
wliere μ
x
>^ is the smallest positive eigenvalue of — Σ ί / - i (aiS(x, u0) •)
dXi 0Xj
with Neumann condition, and C2>0 depends only on N, Ω, ||wo||o , θ> P and *b(l WU)
REMARK 2.1. We consider the case when aii(x,r)=^k(r) Sij and k(r)>0.
Let u(x, t) be the solution of (D) with uQ>0 and φ(r)= \ k(s) ds. Taking account
Jo
of the results in Bertsch and Peletier [4] and the proof of Remark 4.1 in section
4, it is expected that the decay rate of u(x, t) corresponds with that of the solution
x(t) of the ordinary differential equation dxjdt=—Xφ{x)y where λ > 0 is the posi-
tive smallest eigenvalue of — Δ. Indeed this is true under some conditions for
φ (see Theorem 2.3). When φ(r)=r—r/(—log r), x(t)~t X exp (—λί). By this
it seems that (2.1) is almost a necessary condition for (2.2). See also Remark 2.2.
Below we consider the behavior of weak solutions of (D) and (N). First
we are interested in the case when
(2.5) φ"1: R-+R is a uniformly Lipschitz continuous function with a Lipschitz
constant l/&0(&0>0).
Theorem 2.2. We assume that φ satisfies (1.10) and (2.5).
(i) Let u(x, t) be the {weak) solution of (D). Then for any u
o
^L2(Ω,), u{i)^
L°°(β)for t>0 with the estimate:
(2.6) IK0lloo<—g^lkll2 far{RI)
(2.7) Mt)\\^C(N9kθ9t0)e'λ^\\u0\\2 for t>t0,
where C(N, K h) - Q *λVo/(fc
o
 t
o
)N'*,
where t
o
>O is an arbitrary time, C\>0 depends only on N, and λ > 0 is the smallest
positive eigenvalue of —A with Dirichlet condition.
(ii) Let u(x, t) be the solution of (N). For any M 0 G L 2 ( Ω ) , w(ί)eL°°(Ω) for
t>0 with the estimate:
(2.8) \\u(t)-ΰ
o
\U<7-^\\uo-ΰo\\2 for ί > 0 ,
(2.9) \\u{t)-ΰ
o
\U<C{N,^KtQ)e-^\\uo-ΰ,\\2 for t>t0,
where C(N, Ω, K tQ) = C2 e^o/(ko to)N<*,
where t
o
>O is an arbitrary time, C 2 >0 depends only on N and Ω,, and μ>0 is
the smallest positive eigenvalue of —A with Neumann condition.
Finally we are interested in the behavior of nonnegative solutions of (D).
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Theorem 2.3. Assume that φ satisfies (1.10) and that k=φf: R->R is
continuous (i.e. φ belongs to Cι-class). We also assume that
(2.10) there exist a positive non-increasing function k0: R+->R and a non-
decreasing function k
λ
: R+-+R such that k
o
(\r\)<k(r)<k1(\r\) for any r^R>
(2.11) there exist θ, p>0 such that \k(r)-k(0)\<θl{-log \r\)1+p for any r(Ξ
(~U)>
(2.12) u
o
>O, u
o
(x) does not identically vanish in Ω and w
o
eL°°(Ω). Let u{x, t)
be the weak solution of (β). Then, the following estimates hold:
(2.13) C ^ - V ^ I I ^ I I ^ C ^ - V for t>0,
<2 14> J V ί ϊ W
Moreovery when N=l, u(t)l(u(t), e1)2-+e1 in L°°(Ω) as £->oo with the estimate:
where X
x
>0 is the smallest positive eigenvalue of —k(0)A with Dirichlet condition,
and C
λy C2, C3> C 4>0 depend only on N, Ω, ||z/0IU, (uQ, e^, p, θ} *b(||«olU)
. We denote by e
λ
>Q the unit eigenvector corresponding to X
v
REMARK 2.2. The left-hand side of (2.13) does not always hold without the
condition (2.11). Indeed if ft(r)=l + l/(—log \r\)p for some pE(0, 1) and
< l , then the corresponding solution u(x> t) satisfies the following estimate:
(2.16) I K O I U ^ C e x p t - ^ M λ i * ) 1 " ' ) for * > 0 .
To obtain (2.16), we have olny to substitute £=Cexp {—\
λ
 t—(λ
x
 t)1"9} into
(4.4) of Proposition 4.1 in section 4.
REMARK 2.3. It seems difficult to have the result about (N) which cor-
responds to Theorem 2.3, because it is difficult to find the condition correspond-
ing to (2.12). Let u(xf t) be the solution of (D). (2.12) is a simple sufficient
condition to imply that
(2.17) (ί/(ί),^)Φθ for * > 0 .
We give an example to show that (2.13) does not always hold without the
condition (2.12). Assume that φ: R-+R is a smooth odd function with φ '>0.
We assume that N=ί, Ω=(0, π) and u
o
(x)=sin mx (m^N). Let u{x, t) be the
solution of (J5). Then the following estmimate holds:
(2.18) C.e^^KWuiήlUKC.e-^^ for t>0.
We shall derive (2.18). We define by v(x, t) the solution corresponding to u
o
(x)
=sin x. Then, we obtain that
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(2.19) u(xft) = (-l)iv(m(x-jπlm))m2t) if xϊΞ\jπ\m, (j+1) π/m] .
C/= 0,1, 2,-.,ifi-l)
We immediately obtain (2.18) from (2.19) and Theorem 2.3.
3. Proofs of results in section 2
We need some lemmas to prove Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 3.1. We assume that aij(x, r)eC°°(Π) and that there exsists a con-
stant k
o
>O such that
for any (x, r ) e Π x i 2 and any ξ=(ξl9 •••, ξN)
(i) Let u(xy t) be the classicla solution of (D). Then estimates (2.6) and (2.7)
hold.
(ii) Let u(x, t) be the classical solution of (N). Then estimates (2.8) and (2.9)
hold.
Proof. At first we shall prove (i).
— I \u\pdx =p I \u\p~ι signu utdxdt JΩ J
= -p (p-1) (I«I p~2 Σ «"(*,«
(3.1) <
(3.2) <-2fe
o
( | V | M | ί / 2 | 2 Λ for
JΩ
We can prove (2.6) with the aid of (3.2) and a basic Sobolev's inequality:
(3-3) ll/IUov-D^CIlV/Hni/ll^2 for any
(Here we set 2iV/(iV—l)=oo for iV=l). Indeed when iV=l, we set ^>=2 in
(3.2) (or (3.1)) and integrate in t to obtain
(3.4) ll«(ί)lli-IWIi<£-2*b (' \\Vu(s)\\Us.
Jo
It follows from (3.3), (3.4), Proposition 1.2 (1) and Remark 1.1 that
(3.5)
which implies (2.6). When N>2, the proof is essentially the same, but we
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need Moser's iteration technique, which is used in Evans [9, section 4]. We
omit the details because the argument is the same as in [9].
Next we shall derive (2.7). Following the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [1], we
shall get a Z,2-decay estimate. If we substitute^)=2 into (3.1) and use Poincare
inequality, then we have
— [u2dx<-2k0\[u2dx.dτ J J
Therefore, we obtain that
(3.6) I K * ) H 2 < e - * o λ < ||«oll2 for t > 0 .
Hence, with the aid of (2.6) and (3.6),
which implies (2.7).
We can prove (ii) in the same manner as above with the aid of the following
inequality corresponding to (3.3):
(3.7) || |/-/| ίIU(W-1)<C||V|/-/Hini \f-f\%<2
for any p^[l, °°) and any measurable function/ such that \f—f\p~\f—f)^
H\Ω), where 0 0 depends only on Ω and N. (3.7) is not trivial, but is implied
by the following Lemma 3.2. •
Lemma 3.2. (A version of Poincare inequality) Assume that p^[l, °o)
andf is any measurable function such that \ f \ p~ι f ^H\Ωi) and \ fdx=O. Then,
J Ω
$ 2 f 2
where K>0 depends only on N and Ω.
REMARK 3.1. 1) This refines Lemma 3.2 in Alikakos and Rostamian [1]
in that K does not depends on p.
2) We cannot know from the proof below how large K>0 is. But we can
take K= |Ω | ~2 when N=l. We can prove this fact in the same way as in the
well-known case: N— 1 and p=l.
Proof. We shall proceed by contradiction. We set <pp(x)=\x\p sign x.
We assume that there exist a sequence of measurable functions {ξ
n
}Z=i and
{/>
w
}~
βlc[l, oo) such that
(3.8)
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(3.9) j \φp
n
(ζn(x))\2dx =
(3.10)
We set v
n
=<pPnoξn. Then we obtain from (3.9) and (3.10) that {vn}n-i is bound-
ed in H\Ω). Therefore, there exist v^H\Ω) and an appropriate subsequence
of {v
n
}n-i such that
(3.11) v
n
 -* v weakly in H\Ω) (n -> oo),
(3.12) v
n
->v in L\O) (n->oo).
We obtain from (3.10) and (3.11) that
( |Vi/ | 2 ώ<liminf f \Vv
n
\2dx = 0 .
It follows that Vi>=0. Therefore, z/=£=constant. We obtain c=f=O from (3.9)
and (3.12). We shall consider two cases.
(I) the case lim inf
n^
eo p
n
<°o.
In this case, the argument is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma
3.2 of [1]. Choosing a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that there
exists po^[ly oo) such that jfv-^o^"*0 0)- Then,
ξ
n
 = φj^v
n
 -* φj*oV = f in L2(Ω). (n -+ oo)
It follows that
0 = 1 ξ
n
dx -> \ ζ dx = φj*(c)\Ω\ as n-»oo. This contradicts
(II) the case lim inf^oo p
n
= oo.
Choosing a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that
We fix S>0 sufficiently small. We assume without loss of generality that c>0.
We set A
n
=[\v
n
-c\>6]. By (3.12),
ess. sup I ξ
x
(x)—ί I -*• 0 (n -» oo),
where ^4J=Ω—^4B. Therefore,
(3.13) \A,Ux)dx-*\n\ (β-oo).
By (3.8) and (3.13),
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)AH
On the other hand, we have
Hence,
( f.ώf^f L ^ + 2 | Λ I - - | Ω | (Λ^OO).
It follows that
limίnf j ^ \ξ
n
\dx>\a\ .
Therefore,
vldx—\ \ξ
n
\2pn~ι \ξ
n
\dx'>22pn~ι\ \ξ
n
\dx-+oo.
This contradicts (3.9). •
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall prove (i) only, because the proof of (ii) is
similar to that of (i). We shall proceed in two steps.
Step 1. Assume the additional hypothesises that aij(x, r)^C°°(ΠxR) and
Ω). Then u(x, t) is a smooth solution. By Lemma 3.1,
(3.14) I
(3.15) IK*)IU<03IM*-*o)ll2 for t>t0,
where t
o
>O is an arbitrary but fixed time, and θ
x
> Θ2> Θ3>O are some constants.
θ
x
 depends only on N9 Ω, ||w0||co and A0(l WU), θ2 only on JV, Ω and *o(llwolU),
and θ3 only on N, ^ o(llwolU) and t0.
In view of (3.14), we may assume without loss of generality that | |κ 0 IU>0
and #!>() are sufficiently small. By (3.15), the proof is complete if we show
that
(3.16) \\u(t)\\2<e4e-^ for
where Θ4=Θ4(N, Ω, IklU, (9, p, * 0(lklU))>0. With the aid aid of (2.1),
(3.17, ^ -
We set K0=k0(\\u0\U). Then by (1.3),
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(3.18) | v u | 2 ^ — ΣαlV(Λ?,0) — — .
Since (—logr)~ ( 1 + p )(0<r<l) is an increasing function, we obtain that
It follows from (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) and the eigenfunction expansion that
(3 2O)
(3.21) <-2λ 1Γl I t u2dx,
where λy is the /-th largest eigenvalue of — Σ ί j - i (#t;(#, 0) •) and βj is
dXi dXj
the eigenvector corresponding to λ ;. We can assume that {^  }7-i are C.O.N.S.
in L2(Ω) and ^ > 0 . It follows from (3.21) that
(3.22) l
Here, we obtain from (3.14) that
^
 ;
 Jo(-log||«(ί)|U)1+( " J o ί - l
The right-hand side of (3.23) is less than some constant depending on θ
λ
 and θ2
because we may assume that #1^(0, 1). Therefore (3.16) holds.
Step 2. Using Step 1, we shall complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. We
approximate u(x, t) by a sequence of classical solutions. We can choose
{aϊXx, r ^ Γ . i C Π ^ X / ί ) such that alj satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) in the proof of
Proposition 1.1 and also satisfies
(3.24) Σf.y-i <#(*, r) ξ< ? ; >Σf.y-i ά!'{x, r) ξ, ξs
for any ny any ξ^R
N
 and any (x, r)GΩx [— ||w0IU, ||^0IU] And we choose
•MiK-1 cCST(Ω) such that un0 satisfies (1.8) and (1.9). If we denote by un(x, t)
the classical solution of (N
n
), then u(xy t) is the pointwise limit function of an
appropriate subsequence of (u
n
(x, t)}
n
. We can apply Step 1 to u
n
(x, t) and
obtain estimates for u
n
(x, t) corresponding to (3.14)—(3.23). We remark that
the estimate corresponding to (3.17) is, with the aid of (3.24), the following:
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Let n-*oo and we obtain (3.15) and (3.16) for the weak solution u(xy t). The
estimates (3.15) and (3.16) imply (2.2). •
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Lemma 3.1 implies Theorem 2.2 when φ<=C°°(R)
and w
o
eC2Γ(Ω), because in this case the solution u(x, t) is smooth. For general
φ and u0, we apply Corollary 1.1 (the smoothing technique). The argument
is the same as Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 2.1 and we omit the details. •
We need a lemma for the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that φ satisfies (1.10). We also assume that Φ(z/0)e
L\Ω), where we set Φ(r) = I φ(s) ds.
Jo ^
(i) Let u(x, t) be the weak solution of (D). Then the following estimate holds:
(3.25) HVφK*))H2<r1 / 2 {( Φ(uo)dx}^2 for t>0,
(ii) Let u(x, t) be the weak solution of (N). Then the estimate (3.25) holds.
Lemma 3.3 is a generalization of (2.8) of Theorem 3 in Nakao [16]. Since
we can prove Lemma 3.3 in the same way as in [16], we omit its proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We shall prove (2.13)-(2.15) only under the addi-
tional assumptions that UO^CQ(Ω,) and φGC°°(/2). For general φ and u0, we
omit the details because we have only to apply the smoothing technique in the
same way as in the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. In what follows, we use
the notains in the proof of Theorem 2.1, First we shall prove (2.13). The
right-hand side of (2.13) is (2.2) of Theorem 2.1. We shall show the left-
hand side of (2.13). It suffices to derive
(3.26) («(*)> «i)2^CΊ*~v for
With the aid of integration by parts,
which implies that
(3.27) (uW^O^ίKo^Oexpt-λΛdWUJ/ΛίO)] for
We may assume from (2.7) of Theorem 2.2 and (3.27) that l k l U > 0 is small
enough. By (3.27) and (2.11), we obtain that
Έ
 (
"
(ί)
 "»' -~ ί *
(s>
 *• "^
 {
-
χ
'"~
Here,
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J'B _£t l+< _io
 ι
ut 1 + p [
Therefore,
(3.28) X ( « ( * ) ,
e i ) 2 ^ ( - λ . - L / . w , ^ M I ,1+P)(«(*),ej2,
which implies that for
(3.29) <«*«,),£<„.,«,),exp
 { _ V - ^ J |
We obtain (3.26) from (3.29) and (3.14). The detailed argument is the same as
the proof of Theorem 2.1. Next we shall prove (2.14). With the aid of (3.20)
and (3.28),
dt
(3.30) = -L- (II, ιθ
a
-2(iί, e
λ
)2 -±- (u, ex)2
dt dt
log||«(ί)!U)1
(it, eQ
(-log ||M(ί)IU)1+p
If we set y(t)=\\u(t)-(u(t), e
λ
)2 e.Wlj^t), ex)\ then by (3.28) and (3.31),
(3.32) y\t)<{-2{\2
, Aθ\
γ
\1+P '
Since ||w(ί)H~ ^s nonincreasing, we may assume that ||tt0IU>0 i s s o small that
for
It follows from (3.32) and (3.33) that
Hence, for ί>0,
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(3.34) y(t)<y(0)e-2°>*.
Here, with the aid of (3.14) and easy computation
(3.35) f e-W- ids ^[' e'29^*'^ ds
(3.36)
where C=C(ΘU θ2, θ5). We immediately derive (2.14) from (3.34) and (3.36).
Finally we shall prove (2.15). By a basic Sobolev's inequality and (2.14),
(3.37)
-, 111/2
On the other hand, (3.25) of Lemma 3.3 and (3.16) imply that
(3.38) K0\\u(t)x\\2<iJK± | | M ( ί- ί o ) | | 2 <0 4 Jξi. e-W-Ό).
Here f
o
>O is any time and we set X 1 = Λ 1 ( | | M 0 | U ) . By (3.26) and (3.38),
The estimates (3.37) and (3.39) imply (2.15). •
4. The case when (D) is degenerate at M = 0
Throughout this section, we assume that
(4.1) φ: Λ->jR is in C\R) and is a strictly increasing function with φ(0)=0,
(4.2) There exists a strictly increasing function K: [0, oo)-^R such that ^ ( 0 ) > 0
and k(r)=φ'(r)>K(\r\) for any rEίR.
We begin with a result about the smoothing effect:
Proposition 4.1. Assume that φ satisfies (4.1) and (4.2) and that
Let u(x, t) be the weak solution of (D). Then u(t)^L°°(Ω) for t>0 and u(t) -* 0
in L°°(Ω) with the estimates \
(4.3) lK*)H~<g+ ς1
 m
 1M12 for any €>0 and t>0 .
(4.4) IK*)|U<£+71f, Ikll, /or α«j ε>0
^A (t) ί0)
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Here, /0>0 is an arbitrary time, Cly C 2>0 are some constants dependent only on
N and in particular not independent of S, and λ > 0 is the smallest positive eigen-
value of —A with Dirichlet condition.
Proof. Following Bertsch and Peletier [5], we compare u(x, t) with the
solution v(x, t) of the following (/
ε
):
in
on ,
v(xy 0) = sup (uo(x), S) in Ω.
With the aid of the comparison principle (Proposition 1.4),
(4.5) u(x,t)<v(x,t) in Ωχi2+.
On the other hand, by (2.6) of Theorem 2.2,
It follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that
(4.7)
 β
( * ,
ί
) £
e + _ J ? _ | W | I i n
If we replace £ by — £ and 'sup' by 'inf' in (7
ε
), then we obtain from the same
argument as above that
B ( Λ > ί ) £ _ e _ _ J ? _ _ | W | ϊ in Ω X j β + .
Hence we obtain (4.3). We similarly obtain (4.4) from (2.7) of Theorem 2.2. •
If (D) is degenerate at u=0, then, as is expected, the solution u(xy t) nevr
satisfies such a estimate as (2.2).
Corollary 4.1. Assume that φ satisfies (4.1), (4.2) and k(0)=φ'(0)=0.
We aslo assume that u
o
^L2(ίϊ), u
o
>O and u
o
(x) does not identically vanish in
Ω. Let u(x, t) be the weak solution of (D). Then, for all η>0 there exists a
time T>0 such that
(4.8) I K 0 I U > ^ for t>T.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that there exsists a time Γ > 0
such that
(4.9) \\u(i)\U<R for t>T
 y
where R>0 is a constant such that max k(r) <η/λi and λ, denotes the smallest
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positive eigenvalue of — Δ with Dirichlet condition. We denote by e
λ
 the unit
positive eigenvalue of — Δ corresponding to X
λ
. By integration by parts and
(4.9),
d
 1)2 for t>T,dt x w L/ύ
which implies (4.8). •
However, the solutions of some degenerate equations decay fairly fast.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that φ satisfies (4.1) and that there exist r
o
e(O, 1)
and η, kOy θ>0 such that
(4.10) k(r)> θ for fe[-r
o
,rj,
(~log\r\)v
(4.11) k(r)>k0 for reΛ\[-r0, r0] .
Let u(x,t) be the weak solution of (D) with W 0 GL 2 (Ω). Then the following esti-
mate holds:
(4.12) \\u(t)\U<C(t+l)NV/^+1)expi(-(θ\t)^+1^ for t>0,
where λ > 0 is the smallest positive eigenvalue of —A with 2ero-Dirichlet condition,
and 0 0 depends only on \\u
o
\\2, rθJ k0, η, θ, N and Cί.
Proof. We assume, by Proposition 4.1, without loss of generality that
L°°(Ω) and \\uQ\U<rQ. Substituting S=C exp {-(^λί)1/(lϊ+1)} to (4.4), we im-
mediately obtain (4.12). •
REMARK 4.1. The estimate (4.12) seems to be fairly sharp. Assume that
there exist r 0 e(0, 1) and η, θ>0 such that
Φ(r)=
 {-log \r\T f θ Γ r 6 t - r " f J -
We assume for simplicity that w
o
eL°°(ί2), ||z/0||oo<>o a n d m f uo(x)>δ for some
δe(0,l). Then the following lower estimate holds:
(4.13) MήW^C exp {-((77+1) (9λί)1/(17+1)} for t>0 .
Here λ > 0 is the same constant as defined in Corollary 4.2, and 0 0 depends
only on r0, η, θ, δ, Ω and N.
Now we prove (4.13).
Proof of (4.13). The main tools for the proof are the smoothing technique
and the comparison principle. Let uz(x, t) be the solution of the following
problem:
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) in
u2(x, t) = 6>0 on
, u
e
(xy 0) = uo+S in Ω .
It follows from Proposition 1.3 that
(4.14) uz(t)-*u(t) in L^Ω).
ε>o
On the other hand, following closely Bertsch and Peletier [4], we shall con-
struct a separable subsolution of u2(x, t) for all £>0. Let w(x) be a solution of
' — Aw = \w in Ω ,
zo = 0 on 9Ω ,
0<a;<l/e,«)Φ0 in Ω.
And let y(t) be the solution of
[y'(t)=-\φ{y)
\y(0) = S.
Here, δ is the same constnat as stated in Remark 4.1. We set w2=w-\-6 and
sf(a, ί)=ι»f(Λr)y(ί) (β>0). It follows that
(-logyT (-logy-log Wt+y))
( l g j l ) ^ 1
Here, if we set α=—log j ; > 0 and δ = — log w
ε
, then
Hence we obtain that
£ ( ) < 0 in
Futhermore, we have 2
e
(x, t)<u
ζ
(x> t) on the parabolic boundary of Ωxi? + .
Therefore, we apply Proposition 1.4 (the comprrison principle) to obtain that
z
s
(xyt)<us(x,t) for £>0 and (*, ί )GΩx/2 + .
It follows that
(4.15) lk(ί)ll^ll«.(*)lli for
Let ε-»0 in (4.15), then by (4.14),
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(4.16) lklliM0<IK0Hi for ί > 0 ,
which implies (4.13). •
5. The case when (N) is degenerate
Throughout this section we always assume that
(5.1) φ: R-^R is a strictly increasing, locally Lipschitz continuous function
with φ(0)=0,
(5.2) uQ^L\Cί)y uo>O a.e. in Ω and the set Sv={x^Ω,; uo(x)>v} contains a
nonempty open subset of Ω for some z/>0.
We remark that the weak solutions of (N) become nonnegative under the con-
dition (5.2). We give a result on the behavior of the support for weak solu-
tions of (N) for finite values of time:
Theorem 5.1. We assume (5.1) and (5.2). Let u(x,t) be the solution of
Then there exist δ > 0 and T>0 such that
u(x,t)>8 for (x,t)<=nx[T,oo).
If we assume the following stronger condition (5.3) instead of (5.1):
(5.3) φ: R-+R is in C\R) and is a strictly increasing function with φ(0)=0
andφ'(r)>0if rφO,
then Theorem 5.1 implies that the solution u(x, t)of (N) behaves as a solution
of a nondegenerate equation after a finite time even if the initial value u
o
(x) has
compact support in Ω. If we apply Theorem 2.1, then we immediately ob-
tain the following result:
Corollary 5.1. We assume (5.2), (5.3) and (2.3) (we set ai}(x, r)=k(r) Sij).
Let u(x, t) be the solution of (iV). Then the following estimate holds:
for *>0,
where μ>0 is the smallest positive eigenvalue of — Δ with Neumann condition,
and 0 0 is a constant depending on u0.
We need several lemmas to prove Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.1. We assume that all the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are satis-
fied. Then,
Vcompact subset S c Ω , JT^Oyt^T^ l
v
=
v
(t)>Q;
u(x,t)>η on S.
Proof. Since the proof is the same as that of Proposition 4 given in Aron-
son and Peletier [2], we omit it (see also the proof of Theorem 5.1). •
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We set Γ=3Ω. We denote by vQ the unit outward vector at Q e Γ . We
set Td= {P(ΞRN\ there exists Q G Γ such that PQ=dvQ}>
B(P;d) = {QϊΞRN\PQ<d} and Ωd = Ω \ U Γ θ .
δeco.rf]
The following result is well-known (See e.g. Theorem IV. 1.1 in [17]).
Lemma 5.2. There exists a constant d
o
>O such that the following (l)-(3)
hold:
(1) PQ>dQfor any P(=Tdo andQ(=T such that PQ*d0 vQ.
(2) Tdo is a smooth (N—\)-dimensίonal manifold with
ΓBQ~OQ—d0vQ<=Γdo: diffeomrophism.
(3) U β(P;rfo/3)cΩ^ 3 cΩ.
Lemma 5.3 Let d0 be the same constant as stated in Lemma 5.2. Then
there exists a constant d
λ
>dQ such that {PQ, vQ)>0 for all P^Tdo and
Proof. We define a continuous map
F: Td0XΓB(P,Q)H (PQ, vQ)
We also define a map G: TdQ-+R by
sup (d
o
<d<2d
o
) (PQ, vQ)>0 for all Q(=TΓ\B(P; d)} .
G is well-defined in view of Lemma 5.2. Furthermore G is lower semiconti-
nuous by the continuity of F. Hence
(5.4) liminf G(Pλ>G(P).
It follows from (5.4) and the compactness of Tdo that G takes the minimum
d2(>d0). We have only to choose dλ such that
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We often use the notations in Lemmas 5.2 and
5.3. By Lemma 5.1, we may assume without loss of generality that u(x, t) is
strictly positive in Ωio/3 for all t^[0, oo), i.e.
(5.5) u(xyt)>v(t)>0 in ndo/3 for fe=[0,oo).
Hence the proof is complete if we show the existence of a time TΊ>0 and a
constant δjX) sαch that
(5.6) φ9T1)^81 on B(P;d0) for all P G Γ , 0 .
Indeed, by (5.5) and (5.6) there exists a constant δ > 0 such that u(x, Γi)>δ in
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Ω, which, combined with (5) of Proposition 1.2 (set v
o
=8), implies that
u(x, t)>8 for all (a?, ί ) E Ω x [Tl9 oo). Therefore we shall prove (5.6). By (5.5)
and (3) of Lemma 5.2 we may assume that there exists a constant δ 2 >0 sucht hat
(5.7) u
o
>82 on B(P;do/3) for all P e Γ r f o .
We fix an arbitrary point P e Γ
r f o and assume for simplicity that P=O. We
choose ^0eOίΓ(5(0; do/3)) such that vQ=v0(r) is a nonincreasing function of
r— \x\> 0<:V0<82 and v0 does not identically vanish in 5(0; do/3). Let v(x, f)
be the solution of (J5) with Ω and u
o
(x) replaced by 5(0; ^) and v
o
(x) respecti-
vely. Then v is a nonincreasing function of r= \x\ for every ίe[0, oo). For
the proof of this fact, see the proof of Lemma 2.2 in Aronson and Caffarelli
[14]. There exists a time T
Ί
>0 such that
(5.8) support (v(x, 2\)) = 5(0; d
x
).
Indeed, if otherwise, v(x, t) has compact support in 5(0; d^) for all £>0. Then
we can easily verify that v(x, t) is also a solution of (N) with Ω and u
o
(x) replaced
by 5(0; d
x
) and v
o
(x) respectively. Hence, by (4) of Proposition 1.2, I v(x, t)
dx = \ v0 dx for all t^[0, oo). This contradicts Lemma 3.3. We set
v(x, t) if
0 if ^
We cairn that
(5.9) w(x, t) is a subsolution of (N) on ίe[0, oo).
Since u
o
>vO) (5.9) and Proposition 1.4 show that u(x, t)>w(x, t) for (x, ί)GΩx
[0, oo). This leads us to (5.6). Hence we shall now prove (5.9). We proceed
in two steps.
Step 1. We shall show (5.9) under the following additional condition:
(5.10) φ is smooth.
We set ΦJr)=Φ{r)Jrirln Let v
n
(x> t) be the (smooth) solution of (D) with
φ, Ω and u0 replaced by φnf 5 (0 ;^) and v0 respectively. By the choice of
VQ, v
n
 is a nonincreasing function of r = | x | for every £e[0, oo). It follows
from this observation and Lemma 5.3 that
(5.11) J L φ
n
(v
n
(xft))<0 a.e. on (x9t)^d(Ωf]B(P;d1))x[0y oo).
dv
We obtain from (5.11) that v
n
(x, t) is a subsolution of (iSΓ) with Ω replaced by
(5.12)
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for all Γ G ( 0 , OO) and φ^C2(Πx [0, oo)) such that φ is nonnegative. Let #->oo
in (5.12) and we obtain from Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 3.3 that
(5.13) ( (w(T)φ(T)-v
o
(O)φ(O))dx-[T [ (wφt-Vφ(w)-V<p)dxdt<0
JΩ JO J Ω
for all Γ G ( 0 , OO) and ^GC 2 (Ωx[0, OO)) such that ψ is nonnegative. This
leads us to the claim (5.9).
Step 2. We shall obtain (5.9) without assuming (5.10). Let vM(x> t) be defined
as in Step 1. Then we can obtain (5.12), applying the smoothing technique in
the same way as in Step 1. (We use Corollary 1.1 instead of Corollary 1.2.)
Then the argument used to derive (5.9) is just the same as in Step 1. •
Appendix
We shall describe a rseult on the behavior of solutions of the following
equation with absorption:
ut = Δ(\u\m~ιu)—Xup in
9 /• ι«-i \ A(I u I m u) — 0 on
dp
u(x, 0) = u
o
(x) in Ω ,
where m > l , p>\ and λ > 0 are constants. We immediately obtain the follow-
ing Theorem A.I. from Theorem 5.1, the agrumentation used by Alikakos and
Rostamian [11, section 2] and the proof of Lemma 7 in Bertsch, Nanbu and
Peletier [13].
Theorem A.I. Assume that p>m>\ and u0 satisfies the condition (5.2).
Let u(x, t) be the (nonnegative) weak solution of (Np). Then u(x, t) eventually be-
comes strictly positive even if u
o
(x) has compact support in Ω. And u(t)-*0 in
L°°(Ω) as t-*oo with the estimate:
/
u-
1)
 for t>0.
Here O O is a constant depending on u0.
REMARK A.I. 1) Alikakos and Rostamian [11] have obtained the V-
estimate (1<<7<OO) without the sign condition of u
o
(x).
2) Bertsch, Nanbu and Peletier [13] fully discussed the nonnegative solu-
tion of the Dirichlet probelm corresponding to (Np). In particular, as a result,
they proved that when l<p<my for certain initial functions with compact
support in Ω, the support of solutions u(x, t) remain compact for all time. This
result also holds for (Np) because the solution of the Dirichlet problem with
compact support is also a solution of (Np).
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Note added in proof. The author has noticed that we can derive the bet-
ter estimate than (2.14):
by combining the proof of Theorem 2.5 in Nagasawa [18] with that of our The-
orem 2.3.
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